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NB ALCHEMY
£54,950.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Style

Semi-Traditional

Berth

2/6

Length

62ft

HULL:
Built by Reeves in 2000 this semi trad boat has good lines an original steel thickness of 10/6/4.
Last repainted in 2011 in with a dark blue roof and dark blue panel with cream outline and red
coach lines. Last blacked in 2020 and had 4 new anodes.
The front has a covered cratch with cushions and the rear semi trad area has two lockers both
with removable cushions and a pram style hood covering. Water tank capacity 422l and diesel
tank 195l
Height to Cabin Centre 6ft 4” (1.96m)
BERTHS: 2/6 Berth
FIT OUT :
Finished in oak faced ply and oak hardwood trim all the corners on this boat are curved which
give it a modern feel with a polished oak ﬂoor. It has an unusual layout with a centre cabin
housing the ﬁxed cross double and the rear cabin being a conversion L shaped double along
with the saloon also a conversion double.
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SALOON (12.03ft/3.75m)
The large airy saloon has a Firewarm solid fuel stove 2018 set on a cream hearth with ﬂower
design tiles beside it is a set of bookshelves in the opposite site is a corner cupboard and
sockets for a TV and a built in radio. The rest of the saloon has an L shaped dinette with
demountable tables which have a walnut inlay and are stored against the side .
GALLEY (9ft/2.75m):
The U shaped kitchen has a pull out larder unit as you enter a vanette cooker and grill with
separate 4 ring hob, a 240v fridge. Bespoke units with Formica black and blue speckled work
top inset with a white round enamel sink and separate drainer. On the main bulkhead is a good
sized shelf along with a metal bar for hanging utensils and a magnetic knife bar, opposite the
kitchen is a set of die doors with roof hatch.
BEDROOM 1 (9.8ft/3m):
The good sized bedroom houses a cross bed with a cupboard to one side and a shelf on the
other with brass reading lights over. There is a low unit to take the foot of the bed with storage
and under the main bed area are drawers and lockers, there is a good sized wardrobe with
sliding doors which hides the whirlpool combined washer/dryer.
BATHROOM (5.5ft/1.7m):
This walk through bathroom is not conventional in design it has a large shower cubicle with a
sliding glass door the walls are lined with black and copper wet wall opposite is a curved vanity
unit with sink and heated towel rail, in a separate compartment is vacuﬂush toilet with separate
holding tank with gauge, this clever design means the toilet can be used without blocking up
access through the boat.
BEDROOM 2 (8ft/2.44m):
Has steps out of the boat and a cupboard on each side one side houses the electrical panels and
switches along with the Victron inverter charger 2KW/80AMP and the other a cupboard and
some drawers while set against the bulkhead toward the bow of the boat is an “L” shaped
dinette style seating area with the capability to be converted to a double with a desmo leg
socket in the ﬂoor so a small table can be put in.
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ENGINE ROOM & ELECTRICS :
Beta marine BV 19035 with PRM gearbox and standard grease lubricated stern gland, with a
landline connection with 1 starter and 3 domestic batteries. Also a Nobels 4HP bow thruster with
separate battery. Diesel tank has a gauge on it. Heating is provided by a diesel heater and ﬁn
rad and/or the solid fuel stove
OTHER EQUIPMENT: 2 x 13 kg gas bottles. Mooring Equipment, water hose, anchor.

Category: Under Oﬀer

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
62ft (18.9m) Semi Trad Style 2000
Hull by Reeves, 2/6 Berth
Fit Out by Reading Marine
S/F Stove and/or Diesel heating
£54,950
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